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food foresight
What will food look and feel like in 2050?
What will it taste like? What form will it take?
These are questions we at Identica have
been asking ourselves. Before we reach 2050
however, it’s important to map food trends
a little closer to the present for us to truly
speculate what might start to happen in
the future.
Food Futures aims to understand some of
the larger movements occurring in fast
moving consumer goods as well as how food
goods are marketed and presented to us,
the consumer.
To contextualise these food movements
it’s important to understand their drivers.
Identica have identified five drive trends that
will be responsible for many changes we see
from our food manufacturers and distributors.
An ever health-conscious and increasingly
experimental population that demand
innovation and convenience from sustainable
consumables means the brands bringing us
food need to work harder than
ever before. This is Food Futures.
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drive trends
These are five of the twelve consumer
drive trends Identica monitors and think
will be responsible for large movements
in the world of food.

Innovation Hunger

COLLECTIVISM

Today’s consumers are demanding
continued innovation to give them
an endless choice of consumables.

INNOVATION
HUNGER

Convenience Culture

BRAND
PURPOSE

CONVENIENCE
CULTURE

We’re working longer than
ever before. The speed of life
has quickened and consumers
demand ease and convenience.

Ageing Population

AGEING
POPULATION

WORK/LIFE
BLURRING

We’re facing a large shift towards
an ageing western population,
and a population that will have
to work later in life.

Health Connoisseurs

DIS-OWNERSHIP

HEALTH
CONNOISSEURS

Consumers are becoming
increasingly educated regarding
the identification, tracking and
analysis of their health.

Sustainable Futures

SINGLE CITIZENS
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SUSTAINABLE
FUTURES

Brands which react positively
to commercial and product
responsibility will be rewarded
with loyalty.
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As the market reacts to our highlighted
drive trends specific category trends are
created. We’ve analysed twelve occuring
in the food market and showcased six
(highlighted in green) in this report.
If you’d like to access the full report,
please contact leah.williams@identica.com

click a button to explore the trend...

Convenience Culture

rise & dine

science of
snacking

Innovation Hunger

luxe-up
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future
flavours

Health Connoisseurs

culinary
convenience

functional
foods

Sustainable Futures

reframing
frozen

upgrading
fast food

everyday
balance

kids come
first

Ageing Population

new rituals

new food
formats

click here to find out what this means...
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Rise & dine

PERHAPS?
Beauty or sports brands
to enter the breakfast
market with functional
on-the-go products.

Trend drivers: health connoisseurs,
ageing population, CONVENIENCE CULTURE

Breakfast meal occasions are on the rise
globally but the traditional packaged cereal
sector is seeing stagnant sales. Consumers
want more convenient and healthy options.
A host of big brands are debuting drinkable
breakfast products that meet consumer
demand for healthy, convenient options.
Unlike smoothies and juices, these beverages
contain similar ingredients and qualities as
traditional cereals, but in ready-to-drink formats.
Nearly one in seven British breakfasts are
now eaten outside the home – 69% at work
but it’s restaurateurs and in particular fast
food restaurants that have seen a large rise
in custom.
1

1

Special K Nourish, UK
A range of microwaveable breakfast cereals with
compartments of red berries and almonds in the lid.

2

Weetabix On The Go Drink, UK
Contain the same nutrition as a bowl of cereal
and milk, but in a ready-to-drink bottle format.

3

Chia Pod Breakfast Pots, UK
Instant breakfast pots contain chia seeds,
coconut water and fruit purees.
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One in every 10
sandwiches we
sell nowadays is a
breakfast sarnie.
DEBBIE ALLWRIGHT, Tesco Buyer
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Functional foods
Trend drivers: ageing population,
health connoisseurs

Functional foods are simply foods that have a
potentially positive effect on health beyond
basic nutrition. Due to an ageing and health
conscious population we’ve seen a large rise in
functional food brands emerge as consumer
demand for health benefits increases.

1

Inventive brands are rethinking functional
food with new product launches that target
specific consumer audiences, while neatly
slotting into everyday consumption habits.
Although the jury is still out regarding the
true value of many functional food and drink
products, the market’s potential is enormous.
Global sales of nutraceuticals (fortified foods
that provide additional health benefits),
estimated at $150bn in 2011, are expected to
grow to $180bn by 2017, according to PwC.

1

Kumsi Tea, France
A mate (an Argentinean herb) and green tea blend, flavoured
with dandelion and rooibos boosts toxin removal.

2

CocoaWell Longevity Bar, USA
The CocoaWell products include a Longevity Supplement Bar
with 25mg of resveratrol (linked with anti-ageing effects).
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Raw snacks
Packaged snacks –
nuts, seeds, dried fruits
and vegetables, grew
31.8% in 2013.

By infusing food staples with super-foods and
protein-rich ingredients, brands are creating
everyday consumables that pack a powerful
nutritional punch. Meanwhile, niche edible
products satisfy targeted needs and functions.
Indulgent and sweet products like
chocolate (Wellness Cacao) and coffee are
being used as vehicles for vitamin delivery,
providing consumers with pleasurable
nutrition-rich options.
© Copyright Identica Limited 2014

These new formats for medicinal and wellness
products could be game changers. On-the-go
formats provide ease of use for busy
consumers, while traditionally gargantuan
supplement pills give way to user-friendly,
vitamin-infused health bars and chewable
products engineered for adult consumption.

1

Vitamints, USA
A range of flavoured vitamins that double up as
breath mints, perfect for on-the-go consumers.

2

Powerful Yogurt, USA
The first high-protein yoghurt (containing
20-25g per serving) targeted at men.

3

Wellness Cacao, France
A fruit & Cacoa snack. Cacoa is essentially
raw, unprocessed cocoa beans. Chocolate
without the sugar.

back to trends
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luxe-up
Trend drivers: innovation hunger,
convenience culture

1

1

In the era of austerity our purse strings
haven’t been tighter. Opportunities to
treat ourselves to luxury goods are
becoming less frequent. Due to the
accessible price points of FMCG products,
brands which offer an entry to luxury
experience are being traded up to.
A life that travels at such a pace often
needs moments of tranquility and escape.
Consumers take comfort in trading up
on everyday consumables as the slight
added cost is offset by the magical
indulgent moment. Trading up also
opens the door to experimental flavours
playing to a consumer palate that has
grown in sophistication over the years.

1

Chobani Soho Yoghurts, USA
Greek yoghurt brand Chobani offers yoghurt as a viable
meal by adding toppings such as smoked salmon and dill,
and mango and avocado.

2
2
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Mr. Sherick’s Shakes, UK
A luxury milkshake made with ethically sourced ingredients
and made from British milk.

read more
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BARDOT ICE CREAM
Bardot ice cream is
positioned as the world’s
sexiest confection.
An everyday purchase
is transformed into the
ultimate indulgence.
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future flavours
Trend drivers: innovation hunger

The ever more sophisticated palettes of
consumers are pushing food brands to look
for more fresh flavours to maintain interest
and offer variety.

On the rise
Poaching and steaming
foods in smoky liquids,
teas, coffee, beer
and wines in place
of water.

Rhubarb
With antioxidants, vitamins and minerals, rhubarb helps
boost the immune system.

fernet
An aromatic spirit or bitter containing myrrh, chamomile,
cardamom, aloe and saffron. Popular in Italy.

Burnt Calamansi
A hybrid of a kumquat and mandarin orange,
Burnt Calamansi is the next generation of citrus flavors.

Gochujang
A savory and pungent fermented Korean condiment made
from red chilli, rice, fermented soybeans and salt.

Ginger Plum

Ras el Hanout
A Morrocan mixed spice including cardamom, clove,
cinnamon, chilli peppers, coriander, cumin, peppercorn.
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A juicy, sweet and tart plum with a touch of spice from ginger.
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CUISINE ON
THE HORIZON

reframing frozen

Middle Eastern.
Tagine-style stews and
Za’atar flatbreads.

Trend drivers: health connoisseurs,
CONVENIENCE CULTURE

There is undoubtedly a trend towards the
premiumisation of frozen food. Over the
decades frozen food has typically represented
poor quality and tasteless foods. Recent
studies conclude frozen fruit and vegetables
contain higher levels of antioxidants and
vitamins than their fresh counterparts,
particularly after fresh has been stored for
three days.
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Reflecting an increasingly experimental
consumer palate and global outlook,
freezer-friendly ethnic cuisine is now being
given a contemporary update, while frozen
foods infused with natural, organic,
non-GMO and even super-food ingredients
offer health-boosting options.

1

Ta Dah Falafel Wraps, USA
A falafel-stuffed pita in a
freezer-friendly flatbread wrap.

2

Lyfe Kitchen, USA
Frozen entrees, sides, and desserts that are
minimally processed, organic and nutritional.

3

Chez Marie Vegan Patty, USA
A selection of vegan, gluten-free, frozen patties that
fuse black rice, broccoli and pea protein with flax.

read more
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luna Burger
Luna Burger uses
all organic and
sustainably-grown
vegetables and grains
that are hand-crafted
into veggie burgers.
© Copyright Identica Limited 2014
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new food
formats
Trend drivers: ageing population,
convenience culture

Looking beyond expected forms of food and
drink, a clutch of new products are reinventing
the nutritional experience with edible
concoctions. These inventive products offer
time-efficient solutions that don’t require
heavy-duty shopping, preparation or cooking.
From stevia and monk fruit to yacon syrup
and barley malt, a raft of alternative
sweeteners are being embraced by health and
calorie-conscious consumers, while big brands
are incorporating these ‘new sugars’ into their
recipes and formulas.
Soylent is a powder-based food substitute that
when combined with water becomes a
drinkable meal containing all of your daily
nutrients. The product is made from powdered
starch, rice protein, olive oil and raw chemical
powders. After an initial $1m of funding, the
US developers have secured a further $1.5m.
It will become commercially available in
December. We’re of course not saying that in
2025 that we’ll replace traditional meals and
food with powdered nutrients but it could be a
solution for the global food crisis or perhaps a
dietary aid for inpatients.
© Copyright Identica Limited 2014

PERHAPS?
New liquified formats
will compliment
traditional food types
when consumers need
convenience.
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what we think
this means...
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food for
real-time living

continued
added value

Expect to see more meal
options, beyond breakfast, in quick
to consume formats and convenient
packaging or to be eaten
on the go.

Look for foods to offer benefits beyond
mere nutrition. Cosmetic benefits
could be next, beyond the energy
benefits we are seeing
in high protein
milks and yoghurts.

More from
our products

GRATIFY MY
SENSES AND SOUL

Yoghurt, traditionally a sweet product,
is cropping up in savoury. It is
becoming the basis of snack meals.
What other combinations
can we expect?

New, exotic flavours and
products keep us interested and appeal
to our appetite to experiement in
cuisine, but luxe-ing up products
creates desire. Expect to see
premium offers springing
up beyond food.

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR TIME
If you would like Identica to create an Insight piece
for you please contact:
LEAH.WILLIAMS@IDENTICA.COM
+44 (0) 20 3451 9717
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